I am pleased to know that we are bringing out the first official Newsletter for the benefit of the IBA community. In this fast changing environment, communication – timely, effective and both ways – has become a powerful tool for institutional strengthening and harmony. All members of the IBA community – from Messenger to the Dean – should have access to the same information – authentic and reliable. While the management will endeavor to keep all the members of the IBA family informed about the various developments through this newsletter, each member can use this Newsletter as a platform for articulating views, comments, suggestions, asking questions and seeking clarifications.

Rumors and misinformation are inimical to the health of an institution and they can be curbed or minimized only if there is an open, two way channel of communication without fear or favor.

I believe in an open door policy, i.e. any student, faculty member or staff member, irrespective of their grade or status can walk in my room without any prior appointment to discuss any issue of personal or professional nature. As head of this family I have many roles to play – coach, guide, mentor, advisor, career counselor and therapist. But I wish to reinforce this culture of openness at an institutional level. This Newsletter is aimed at serving that purpose.

I request all the members of the IBA family to use this newsletter to update themselves regarding the latest developments here. This medium can also be used to share views and ideas on topics of general interest.

Ishrat Husain

Making Waves

As the song goes, “A pebble in the water can set the sea in motion...” where probably the challenge always is to find that elusive pebble! IBA is very lucky to have done so and already ripples of change are making themselves clearly felt. With so much activity in every sphere, it’s hard keeping up.

From faculty development to physical infrastructure, IT up-gradation to community outreach & international linkages, team members joining and leaving to governance and compliance, academic reorganization to institutional structure re-design, there are myriad changes emerging everywhere. “The Current” aims to be a publication solely devoted to informing the employees of IBA of events and developments: upcoming, recent and ongoing. Embedded in this primary objective is the element of development related topics that will be woven into the fabric of each quarterly issue.

The word “Current” itself has many underlying meanings, all of which apply to the publication itself, one of them being “flux” so as to capture the ebb and flow of IBA in a report-like form. Also it relates to the flow of energy i.e. the minutiae and milestones that keep the organization running. The word “current” also reminds one of direction, in which IBA chooses to move forward. Lastly, as mentioned earlier “The Current” seeks to keep your knowledge current in all matters dealing with IBA.

As a communication and development tool, this quarterly publication is yours to use and enjoy as part of the IBA community. This maiden issue is an annual one, covering the events of the year 2010.
Substance of Change

Arish is a young boy... full of ideas and energy. “I want to be a lawyer; I wanna change the world!”

“Really!” he is often laughed at by his family and friends.

“As first go and change your clothes”, said Amir, his elder brother.

As he grew older and wiser, he rationalized. “Alright! I want to be a journalist; I can atleast change my country by exposing the corrupt social system.”

“Why don’t you focus on your studies to change your grades instead?” his father commented ironically.

As Arish entered the professional world and became a part of the rat race, he often wondered if he could change anything... anything about his own mundane life.

He hated his workplace, his job, even himself; it's really dull and purposeless without any sense of engagement and accomplishment.

Arish made several desperate attempts to change the laid back culture at his office, his staff’s behavior and family members' attitude, but all in vain. As the time passed by, he turned into a cynic; constantly criticizing everything and anything around him. It was the end of the year. His car was in the workshop, the route bus dropped him at the main gate from where he had to walk for at least fifteen minutes to reach his office for an important meeting which was about to begin.

Cursing his fate, he started walking... as fast as he could. He saw many familiar faces on his way; the peon, the sweeper, the tea boy and some junior staff members. All were in a hurry to reach the office. He remembered how he scolded them for reaching late, refused to provide office transport for the small distance and lectured them about time management repeatedly.

As he walked along them, he realized what he needed to change...

Exactly after a year, his team won the award for punctuality and within five years, he was titled “the chief change-agent” in his company. His friends and family trusted and adored him more than ever.

What mantra Arish did find during the fifteen minutes walk that changed his life...

He shared at the annual award ceremony, “I stopped trying to change others, dictating my staff and colleagues. Rather, I began to change myself and listened to my friends and coworkers with understanding, led the most challenging tasks myself and earnestly practiced change before I preached it to others. Believe me it sounds simple but it’s not.”

Gradually, Arish was able to emerge as a role model who enabled to inspire people around him for positive change... change that promises to improve their lives, fulfills their dreams and brings hope and excitement which they yearned for as an adult.
IBA News Bulletin

IBA OFFSITE “TEAM UP!”

The IBA Karachi arranged a one day onsite event “Team Up!” on 6th August 2010 at the Pearl Continental Hotel. Mr. Farhad Karamally conducted this event which was attended by all IBA management staff and full-time faculty. This first ever onsite learning event provided them with an opportunity to interact and participate on a unified platform. The purpose was to allow the participants to learn and get to know themselves and each other better in a pleasant and relaxed environment. This exercise also allowed them to build relationships and bond with people they did not regularly interact with. Furthermore in this day long event, discussions on certain topics including understanding the importance of IBA’s vision of a world-class business school, importance of communication, synergizing as a team and reviewing performance were held.

REACHING MORE PLACES

IBA owns three buses and five coasters serving different routes for the convenience of its students, staff and faculty members. This year transport department has introduced a new shuttle service for staff and faculty members who commute to and from NIPA.

IT’S IN THE AIR WE BREATHE

The first Web Radio at IBA was officially launched in February 2010. Radio IBA is an online web radio station launched by the IBA Web Society with support of the IT Department. It is targeted to cater the needs of all age groups, broadcasting locally as well as globally.
SHARING THE WORD - DLS

Students and faculty continued to reap the benefits of the Distinguished Lecture Series (DLS) in 2010. The IBA has been known to develop business leaders. What is even more impressive is that these people take some time out, from their busy schedules, to share their priceless knowledge and experience with the leaders of tomorrow. Some of the Distinguished Guests this year included Mr. Amir Adnan, Mr. Asad Umer, Mr. Hussain Dawood, Mr. Irfan Mustafa, Mr. Saqib Shirazi and Ms. Roshaneh Zafar.

AN ACCOUNT OF A PERFORMANCE AWARD WINNER

Manoj Babulal

IBA employees are recognized for service rendered above and beyond their duty. It was a very pleasant feeling indeed. This event has come as an encouragement to all staff members who are now even more motivated and dedicated to fulfilling their duties and roles for the effective functioning and progress of IBA. I would like to thank the Dean & Director IBA, Dr. Ishrat, for his motivating attitude towards the staff members which has motivated us a great deal in achieving our objectives.

The road to winning this award was not easy. My team and I had to work round the clock under pressure and busy schedules. This award would not have been possible without the cooperation and hard work of my entire Department (DPO (Day Program Office)). Every activity in the Program Office requires dedication and sincerity towards students. A little miscommunication or laziness in duty on our part can spell disaster for the students and possibly their careers, so we have to be very careful in our responsibilities. At the time of registration we have to keep ourselves updated with every single detail regarding the students' course requirements such as what courses students would be taking in the upcoming semester, have they met the prerequisites of that particular course, how many courses have they taken to date, what courses are offered in what semester, how will students cope with their deficiencies and whether or not they will clear all their courses by the last semester, etc.

In the Fall Semester 2010, things became more difficult to handle because of the introduction of online course registrations where the students can register for whatever course they prefer, every step has to be taken by the student himself. The Program Office is not directly involved in this process but still it was our responsibility to ensure that the students who selected a particular course had met the prerequisites of that course. The courses were allotted to students on a first come first serve basis. Due to high demand for certain courses, quite a few students could not register for their choice of courses. This is where the program office stepped in and we worked out ways to help these students find a way out of this situation. This was a testing phase for us as we had to deal with frustrated and angry students in a professional and calm manner so that a solution could be reached. In the end our hard work paid off as this exercise ended successfully and every student was able to meet his course requirements and our objective was achieved.

List of employees who received awards in 2010

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of Employee</th>
<th>Designation / Department</th>
<th>Souvenir</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mr. M. Akmal Khan</td>
<td>Admin Officer, FCS</td>
<td>Shield &amp; Recognition Certificate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. M. Jawad Khan</td>
<td>Electrical Engineer, Maintenance</td>
<td>Shield &amp; Recognition Certificate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Abrar Ahmed</td>
<td>Deputy Librarian, Library</td>
<td>Shield &amp; Recognition Certificate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abdul Rehman</td>
<td>Project Engineer, Projects</td>
<td>Shield &amp; Recognition Certificate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muzammil Hussain</td>
<td>Data Entry Operator, Program Office</td>
<td>Shield &amp; Recognition Certificate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S. Ghulam Mustafa</td>
<td>Typist, Program Office</td>
<td>Shield &amp; Recognition Certificate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mehtish Butt</td>
<td>Assistant to Executive Program Office, Program Office</td>
<td>Shield &amp; Recognition Certificate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abdur Rehman Mansuri</td>
<td>Data Entry Operator, Program Office</td>
<td>Shield &amp; Recognition Certificate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manoj Babulal</td>
<td>Day Program Officer, Program Office</td>
<td>Certificate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mrza Noman Shah</td>
<td>Program Officer, Program Office</td>
<td>Certificate</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Established in 1955 with support from United States through Wharton School at University of Pennsylvania, IBA Karachi is honored to be selected as the first-ever university for establishing a center specifically for developing entrepreneurship in Pakistan. The Center for Entrepreneurial Development (CED) will assist new aspiring leaders in establishing businesses and help connect students with private sector venture capitalists. At a ceremony held in February 2010, IBA received Rs. 42.5 million ($500,000) from USAID that will help develop the expertise of the CED staff and build the Center’s capacity for future expansion. Addressing the audience, Mr. Stephen Fakan, U.S. Consul General in Karachi, said:

"I’m confident that this great partnership will have far-reaching positive impacts in increasing the effectiveness of Pakistan’s next generation. Stimulating entrepreneurship is a critical step towards meaningful employment of Pakistan’s younger labor force."

Centre for Executive Education

First established in 2002, the CEE has been refurnished with a fresh new look in 2010. It has relaunched its activities with renewed vigor and focus, offering a variety of programs.

Specialized business solutions in workshops

Last year, several workshops were arranged and facilitated by trainers of both national and international stature such as Mr. Ronald Schram, Professor-Columbia University; Dr. Riaz Ahmed, Director-7city learning; and Mr. Naeem Zafar, Professor-University of Southern California. Creativity in Advertising, Financial Derivatives and Modeling, Innovation at Companies and Supply Chain Management were some of the major topics highlighted in these workshops aimed at providing solutions to business problems.

Customized Trainings

IBA-ATLAS Diploma in Business Management

IBA-CEE has successfully conducted Diploma in Business Management for the middle management of ATLAS Group of Companies. The program was highly interactive including lecture, role playing, case studies, simulations, etc. conducted at Video Conferencing Room of LEJ (Latif Ebrahim Jamal) National Science Centre at the University of Karachi.

IBA- Sanofi Aventis Business Administration Certification Program was arranged

Forty participants from middle management of Sanofi Aventis center in Lahore, Rawalpindi and Karachi participated in this program.

Abbott Business Excellence

Business Excellence consultancy provided to Abbott Affiliates in Pakistan, India, Saudi Arabia, Egypt, and Gulf in year 2009-2010.

External Linkages

Brainstorming Session with PCSIR & SUPARCO, March 2010

CEE arranged an interactive session on relevance of marketing with R&D in current times. The management of PCSIR appreciated IBA’s efforts and also requested for help in marketing PCSIR’s products and in promoting S&T in Pakistan.

Video Conferencing on “Information Technology: Opportunities & Challenges in Pakistan” with Queen's School of Business was held in May 2010

IBA Executive MBA Programme

Developing Future Leaders

In the true spirit of pioneering excellence in education, IBA offers an exclusive Executive MBA program in the field of Banking & Financial Services, Corporate Managers and Public Sector. This is a high value learning program exclusively designed for in-service professionals aiming to enhance their academic knowledge. The program, developed in consultation with leading experts and senior IBA faculty, was formally inaugurated on October 2, 2009.

EMBA is a two year program, consisting of 6 trimesters of 4 month each and is steered by an experienced faculty drawn both from the IBA and the industry. The program was well received by the mid-career professionals. Two hundred and fifty participants from over 60 organizations, including leading national & international banks as well as multinational and local companies are currently enrolled, receiving high value learning.

The EMBA team is currently gearing up to induct its 5th batch. The on-line registration process for the admission test is in place and the new sessions are scheduled to commence from January 21, 2011.
Faculty of Computer Sciences (FCS)

Faculty of Computer Science is the technology front of IBA. It has progressed in leaps and bounds since its inception and last year was no exception. The year 2009-10 witnessed the launch of the MS(CS) program with a healthy intake of students. A number of new courses were introduced under the new program including advanced courses on Web Technologies, Human Computer Interaction and Computer Networks. A new department “Department of Mathematical Sciences” was also established under the Faculty of Computer Science with Dr. M. Shahid Qureshi appointed as the Chairman of the Department.

Undeterred in its quest to reach world class standards, the Faculty of Computer Science at IBA held a month long research in collaboration with Dalhousie University, Halifax NS Canada in the area of Wireless Sensor Networks from July to August this year. The FCS has grown in stature over the last few years. Our ambition is to ensure that the programs offered by FCS become world class.

The Faculty of Computer Science was strengthened with Dr. Shakeel Khoja joining the FCS and bringing his expertise in the area of Human Computer Interaction as well as E-Learning. On the research front, the pioneering efforts of Dr. Sajjad Haider resulted in an attractive Artificial Intelligence website which also hosts the efforts of the Artificial Intelligence (AI) PhD students with the availability of IBAyes, a probabilistic reasoning tool that allows its users to model uncertain situations and perform inference using Bayesian networks.

Proceedings at IBA’s first ever CEO Forum

Dr. Zaheeruddin Asif was appointed to the newly created position of Program Director FCS and with his efforts to improve the curriculum, the first ever CEO Forum with Chief Executives and CEOs from leading ICT and software companies was successfully organized in collaboration with PASHA and CIO Pakistan.

Faculty of Business Administration

External Linkages

IBA took several measures this year to further enhance its competence in knowledge creation activities such as participation in international events and collaboration with regional business institutes. IBA hosted a Peer Review workshop and AMDISA’s Board meeting which focused on promoting management expertise in SAARC region. AMDISA, with over 230 members, is an international not-for-profit association aimed at enhancing quality and standard of management education in South Asian countries.

Global Business school network (GBSN) assembled an Advisory Board for IBA: GBSN has assembled an international advisory board consisting of faculty members from world’s renowned business institutions including Columbia Business School, IEDC Bled School of Management, UC Berkeley’s Haas School, IMD, Babson College, and the Darla Moore School of Business. This will assist IBA in the strategic development process.

First ever Faculty Exchange program: In order to increase cooperation and learning, for the first time IBA students and faculty members were sent to Tsinghua School of Economics and Management (SEM), China; NUS, Singapore; and Babson College, USA.

Strengthening international ties: During the year, IBA also acquired membership of International Association of Universities (IAU), Council for Advancement and Support of Education (CASE) and signed a MOU with Pakistan Microfinance Network (PMN).

- IAU is the UNESCO-based worldwide association of higher education institutions
bringing together organizations from over 150 countries for collaborations on higher education matters.

- **CASE** helps its members build stronger relationships with their alumni and donors, raise funds for campus projects, diversify the profession, and foster public support of education.

- The collaboration with **PMN** will assist IBA students in availing internships and job opportunities and in getting access to micro finance data for research.

**United Kingdom to Pakistan in seconds:** With its state-of-the-art video conferencing facilities, IBA Karachi, in cooperation with British Council, arranged 3 video conferences with University of Manchester and Glasgow Caledonian University on Economics and Human Resource Management in 2010.

**Internal workshops for Faculty**
Various workshops were organized focusing on writing business plans, case method teaching and writing, and quantitative research skills for the professional development of IBA faculty and management. The workshops were conducted under the supervision of expert academicians including Professor Leif M. Sjoblom, IMD, Switzerland; Prof. Naeem Zafar, UC Berkeley; Mr. Ahmad Raza, Assistant Professor, IBA; Dr. Mubashir, Dr. Ahsan, LUMS and Dr. Wasim Azhar, UC Berkeley.

**External Workshops/Training for Faculty**
During the year, IBA faculty attended numerous workshops nationally and internationally to equip themselves with latest knowledge in their respective fields. Four faculty members attended workshops and conferences at University of Science and Technology, Hong Kong and Asian Institute of Management, Philippines. Moreover, IBA faculty also attended other workshops arranged in Karachi, Lahore and Rawalpindi by HEC, NUST, UMT Lahore and University of Karachi.

**Research Publications and Papers (presented/accepted in conferences)**
Faculty at world class universities is known by its research and development work. In the current year 2010, numerous research papers by IBA faculty, were accepted at national and international conferences such as AWBMAMD, Finland; International Conference of the Academy of HRD, China; ICBM, Bangkok; and 25th Annual PSDE Conference, Pakistan Institute of Development Economics. Key contributors of research papers were: Dr. Naved Ahmad, Ms. Nida Aslam, Dr. Muhammad Nishat and Mr. Mohammad Kamran Mumtaz.
Dynamics of Infrastructure

The physical infrastructure at IBA is going through a lot of changes since the last two years. As the swift construction and renovation of different facilities are underway, the Projects Department is striving to immaculately plan and build the physical infrastructure in line with the IBA tradition of excellence in all facets of its activities. In the current year, the projects of Boys’ Hostel, Academic Block and the Auditorium at the Main Campus, and the Canteen at the City Campus have been successfully completed. Construction and renovation of these buildings is being undertaken by professional architects, consultants and project managers who are engaged on a competitive basis. The overall extensive development plan is being managed by a team of highly experienced professionals at IBA.
The newly furnished and renovated Auditorium with a seating capacity of 270 people, was inaugurated on 30th November 2010. The completion of this project within one year is a major milestone for IBA. The auditorium is equipped with the state-of-the-art lighting and sound system along with central air-conditioning units. The building design caters to people with special needs having ramps for easy movement. The building has firefighting equipment in case of any emergency.
International Alumni Chapters in Canada and UAE

Following the legacy of the Alumni reunion, two International Alumni Chapters were inaugurated in 2010; first in U.A.E in July and second in Canada in October. On the platform of these two chapters, Alumni residing in the two regions will be able to stay connected with IBA community and contribute to it by participating in various activities including faculty recruitment and student mentoring. Altogether over 170 alumni attended the UAE event while 150 graced the occasion in Canada. The overwhelming response from alumni made these reunions a remarkable success and paved the path for future events.

Mentoring Sessions

In keeping with the IBA’s objective to groom its students into a diverse pool of holistic individuals, the Alumni Department and the Career Development Center (CDC) organized mentoring dinners for the graduating batches of 2010. The objective was to give students exposure and allow them to develop social skills necessary for success in real life. IBA is fortunate enough to have a vast alumni base and the achievements of our alumni in their own fields are phenomenal. Interacting with senior Alumni in an informal setting, in groups of 10-15, gave students the opportunity to learn, seek career guidance, as well as build their own professional networks.

Plant IBA Green

Plant IBA Green was a new initiative to encourage IBA alumni to plant a tree at their beloved alma mater to serve as a tangible reminder of their stay at IBA, in years to come. This opportunity proved to be another participation avenue for generously donating alumni. This monthly series of tree plantation activity started off in February, 2010.

Hostel Reunions

IBA Boys Hostel held its annual alumni dinner on May 1, 2010 which was well attended by the alumni from various industries to commemorate the sense of brotherhood and pride. Alumni flew in from Dubai, Lahore and Islamabad while others residing abroad in countries such as USA, London, France, and Hong Kong became part of the event through special video conferencing facilities.

Alumni eNewsletter

In September 2010, the IBA alumni department launched the first edition of its quarterly e-newsletter which featured an introductory note about alumni department activities and a number of articles on the latest developments at IBA.

Online Donation

The Resource Mobilization Department at IBA has been actively seeking support from alumni for the development projects at the institute. The alumni website now features an online donation facility that is quick and easy to access.

Internal Strengthening, Training and New website

IBA Alumni and Resource Mobilization Department is working to improve its internal structure and processes based on learning through trainings (organized by HEC-FAD, USAID and others), best practices by world-class universities and management’s experiences, to form a strong and well connected network. Besides this, a new website is being planned which will cater to alumni needs and create an online job portal.
ICT Department

Believing in the importance of technology in modern day learning environment, IBA Information and Communication Technology (ICT) department is doing its best to provide state-of-the-art services to around 3000 users on and off campus as well as a large alumni base.

The department offers dynamic IT facilities such as internet, email, distance learning (video conferencing), unified communications (VoIP) etc. All these services are dependent on a high performance network which includes structured cabling (cat 6 cabling i.e. from copper wires to fiber) and updated wireless media.

The ICT department has introduced several technical enhancements in the current year including two separate high speed (35MB/s) internet connections; 600 latest configuration PCs and 100 laptops with licensed software; redundant power supplies (UPS) and generator systems to ensure improved round-the-clock networking facilities for IBA community. Moreover, for enhanced security and stability, LAN is segmented into VLAN and the storage is fully backed by highly reliable SAN, specific model, which is used for the first time in Pakistan. Along with Blade servers, Virtualization applications and Ultra high configuration servers have also been installed at IBA to save space and energy. All the procured technology has expansion capabilities and is considered to be environment friendly.

Communication & Public Affairs Department

IBA Communication and Public Affairs department has undergone drastic changes in past one year to provide one window service to its internal customers. Following the 4Rs strategy - Revise, Reform, Reinvent, and Reinvigorate - the department has effectively launched vibrant marketing campaigns for various IBA programs such as BBA, MBA, Executive MBA, FCS, National & Sindh Talent Hunt Programs and numerous CEE workshops and certificate courses. Most of these campaigns reflect the progressive transition the institution has gone through in the last couple of years. These campaigns project a much more sophisticated image of IBA with focused messages and a clear vision.

A number of press releases were issued in the current year to highlight major IBA Events such as Convocation 2010, Students’ Music Conference, seminars, conferences and Orientation 2010. These were widely and prominently published in all leading newspapers.

A communication and advertisement calendar has also been lined up for ads of workshops, events and admissions from Jan to Dec 2010 with timeline to ensure timely announcements and effective campaigns.

Various publications including IBA Annual Report, several program brochures and “Perspectives” - IBA students’ newsletter were published with the facilitation of the Communication Department.

The first Town Hall meeting was arranged on April 20, 2010 at the APWA Auditorium. The idea was to provide a platform to various IBA departments including Communication & Public Affairs, Projects & Facilities, Faculty of Computer Science and MBA Program Office to discuss ongoing projects & upcoming plans and programs, timelines & progress in the current year. The aim was to assist in promoting open communication between students and concerned departments so that they feel a part of the transition process at IBA. The meeting was attended by faculty, staff and students and presentations were followed by a question and answer session.

REACHING THE AUDIENCE

IBA Karachi participated in the Dawn Education Expo held in Karachi, Lahore and Islamabad in February March 2010. As many as 90 national and international institutions had set up stalls in the exhibition that attracted hundreds of youth aspiring to pursue higher education within and outside the country. Overall, the response was remarkable and IBA stall was able to pull crowds of youth in the expo.
IBA Library turned Digital!

The Virtual Library, accessible on IBA portal has been successfully launched in 2010 featuring numerous books, research papers, valuable links, list of new arrivals and collection of CDs etc. A virtual library is an online digital library which consists of digital copies of books, etc. that you can find in a regular library for research purposes. Online research databases such as EBSCO, WARC and ECCH are available to users, while several other research sites are also accessible through HEC support. IBA Library Management System is under the process of being launched and its first module has been completed in collaboration with the MIS Department. Recently over 1150 English and Urdu fiction books have been added to the library. Asia Foundation has donated over 2.8 million rupees worth of books. IBA City campus and main campus Libraries now remain open on Sundays and during Friday prayers.

Workshops, Training programs and Events

The IBA library was involved in a number of events in 2010 such as a visit by the Director Information Resource Center, American Consulate and a couple of book exhibitions organized at both the campuses in collaboration with Paramount books and Progressive International Agency. Workshops and training programs were also held by the IBA library this year including a one day workshop on Digital and Online Resources by Mr. Ajmal Khan, FAST, Lahore in October 2010 and a training course for library staff on word, power point and excel by IT Department in November 2010.

Brain Teasers

1. I pass before the sun, yet I make no shadow. What am I?

2. A young man walks through the forest. He came to a bridge. In front of the bridge is a large man carrying an axe.

   The man says, "If you want to cross this bridge, you must tell me a statement. If I think the statement is true, you will be strangled to death. If I say the statement is false, your head will be chopped off."

   A few minutes later, the young man walked over the bridge, while the larger man stood pondering.

   What was the statement the young man had given?

3. There is a common English word that is nine letters long. Each time you remove a letter from it, it still remains an English word - from nine letters right down to a single letter. What is the original word, and what are the words that it becomes after removing one letter at a time?

   Startling - staring - string - sing - sin - I

1. The wind.

2. The man said, "My head will be chopped off."

   "A. The man said, "My head will be chopped off."

   If the man said, the statement was false, the young man's head would be chopped off. Since the statement was true, the young man would be strangled to death. True, the head man would be strangled to death.

   The man said, "My head will be chopped off."

   Thus making it false.

   The base word is straitening. Straitening - string - sin - I

For feedback and suggestions, write to us at thecurrent@iba.edu.pk
The HR System at IBA - from Blue Print to Beyond

The last two and a half years have witnessed a wide ranging agenda of reforms at IBA, encompassing all facets of its organization and operations. In the past, the approach to people management at IBA was akin to “strict administration” as opposed to “human resource management”. Over the years, initiatives to introduce HR best practices had not undergone any fundamental and long lasting change.

The present leadership team, convinced that without an effective HRM strategy, IBA’s goals for visible change will remain elusive, directed HR to build a robust and strong HR system over a three year period from 2009 to 2011. Thus began an HR Systems Strengthening initiative structured to diagnose the extent of lacunae and highlight the reforms required in the HR domain.

Specifically a snapshot of HR outputs, in the year 2010:

Events Held:
- Team Up
- Mid year Performance Management workshops - Non Teaching
- Mid year Performance Management workshops - Teaching
- Voice of IBA (Dec 2009)
- Customer Satisfaction Survey 2010

Employee Benefits:
- Provident Fund and Gratuity for Contract Employees
- Salary increase for lower staff
- Group life Insurance
- Addition of Medical Allowance in Pension for regular staff
- Leave increase for Option ‘A’ regular employees

Rules and Policies:
- Rewarding/Recognizing Employees at IBA
- Staff & Faculty Compensation
- Honorarium
- Student Recruitment - Internship, Part Time & Teaching/ Research Assistants
- Promotion Policy - Faculty (Full time: Regular & Contract)
- Cell Phones & Communication Expenditures
- Conditions of Service for IBA Employees

New Appointments from January 01, 2010:
- Non Teaching Staff: - 23 Appointed and on board
- Faculty: - 7 (5 Ph.Ds) Appointed and on board

The achievements till now are as follows:
- Systematic Job Analysis resulting in Job Descriptions and Specifications was undertaken to build a baseline for the future, and a reference point for determining contemporary Job Titles, that would be more reflective of the nature of work. This exercise would also help in building a more robust organizational structure, better able to absorb the rapid changes being introduced.
- Using this as a foundation for ensuring internal equities, a compensation survey was done to capture current market realities. Armed with this information, a strategically aligned compensation strategy and policy was formulated and implemented.
- A contemporary Performance Management System for all categories of staff has been introduced and implemented.
- A broad range of HR policies have been introduced based on best practice, organization need, and customer ease. These are available in an HR Manual, which is part of the IBA Code Book also available on the portal.
- A Faculty & Staff Handbook summarizing key HR policies impacting employees has been disseminated in both hard and soft copy form.
- Employee Satisfaction Surveys to gauge and track satisfaction levels have been introduced to determine the impact of various initiatives.

Internal Audit Services

Internal Audit Services (IAS) has been established to comply with best practices of Code of Corporate Governance. The department went through major changes under the new department head, Mr. Khalid Jhumra. Key achievements of IAS this year were approval of Internal Audit Charter and Risk based Annual Audit Plan 2010-11 by the IBA Board of Governors in June & September 2010 respectively.

Training and Development

A number of trainings (local and foreign) that the faculty and staff participated in 2010 is inclusive of seminars, conferences, workshops, etc. both in house and those held outside IBA.

ENGLISH LANGUAGE PROGRAM

In an initiative to improve proficiency in English among IBA employees, IBA’s HR department arranged an English Language Program. It was held from February 22 to April 22, 2010. This program was well received by the forty one staff members from both the campuses registered and enrolled in this course. Ms. Carrol Desouza was the course instructor; she is a stalwart in English language and has numerous accolades to her name. Ms. Desouza’s interactive method of teaching which included presentations, game based lectures and quizzes was very effective. The course participants were all praise for Ms. Desouza and were thankful to her for the value addition that her course had provided them.
Charged with the responsibility of on-time & accurate publishing of the graduating directory, the CDC has started making a soft version of it as well for employers abroad.

The Career Development Centre (CDC)

With the key responsibility of establishing, maintaining and strengthening IBA’s link with the industry and employers, the Career Development Center (CDC) works energetically towards this end. Placing more than 541 students in internships and actively facilitating the graduating classes in finding jobs, the CDC organized the first IBA Career fair in March 2010. This was followed by the HR forum, another first, where HR Heads, the faculty and the graduating class exchanged views over hi-tea. Charged with the responsibility of on-time and accurate publishing of the graduating directory, the CDC has started making a soft version of it as well for employers abroad. During 2010, various seminars on interviewing skills as well as other topics of general interest were organized specifically to groom the graduating batches for job hunting. In addition mock tests, mock interviews and skill development workshops were also arranged with the help of our alumni and faculty. The CDC offices have recently moved to the city campus making it more accessible to the employers, further bridging the gap between industry and students.

Welcoming New Team Members to Our Faculty

Dr. Hari Ram Lohano
**Assistant Professor** - Dept of Eco. & Finance
Ph.D (Development Economics), University of Bath; M.Sc (Agricultural Economics), University of London, UK; M.Sc(Rural Development), University of Sindh; M.Sc(Economics), Quaid-e-Azam University

Dr. Hisham Bin Zubair
**Assistant Professor** - Dept of Computer Science
Ph.D, Delft University of Technology, Netherlands; MCS, KU; M.Sc (Mathematics), KU; B.Sc(Hons), KU

Dr. M. Shahid Qureshi
**Chairperson of Mathematical Sciences, Assistant Professor** - Dept of Mathematics
Ph.D (Space & Planetary Astrophysics), University of Karachi; M.Phil & M.Sc (Mathematics), University of Karachi; B.Sc (Hons), University of Karachi

Dr. M. Shahid Qureshi
**Associate Director-CED, Assistant Professor** - Dept of Management
Ph.D (Business Administration), Technical University Berlin, Germany; MBA, LUMS; M.Sc (Engineering), AITB, Thailand; B.Sc(Engineering), UET, Lahore

Dr. Kamran Siddiqui
**Assistant Professor** - Dept of Marketing
Ph.D (Marketing), University of Manchester, UK; MA (Marketing), University of Bradford, UK; MBA(MIS), IBA; PGD, IIBA; B.Sc, KU

Nauman J. Amin
**Assistant Professor** - Dept of Eco. & Finance
M.Sc. (Finance), University of Birmingham, UK; MBA, IBA; BE(Mechanical), NED University

Syeda Beena Butool
**Lecturer** - Dept of Social Sciences
M.Phil (IR), University of Cambridge, UK; M.A (IR), KU; BA(Hons), KU

For feedback and suggestions, write to us at thecurrent@iba.edu.pk
آیینی ایا کے ملازمین کے لئے مزید مراعات و ورآمد کا اعلان

بہی ازمانہ…… بہی خوشو!

شکرگزاری کے لئے سرکاری مرافق ہیں، بہی ازمانہ بہی خوشو! ایک مرتبہ مزید مراعات و ورآمد کا اعلان کیے گئے ہیں۔ بہی ازمانہ بہی خوشو!
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